
 
 
This agreement contains the terms and conditions that apply when a person submits a clothing               
design, including any artwork, text and other visual features. Please, read the following             
stipulations carefully before submitting your work. It also contains information regarding the            
Artist’s commission and copyright.  
 

 

timebound licence of 4 months starting from the date the collection, of which the design               

retail.  
 

c. The design may be used by the Artist for any commercial purposes which fall outside               
the Company’s industry as described in 1.b.  
 

collaboration by renewing the contract. If there is no written agreement to extend the              

distribute the Artist’s work.  
 

worldwide and fully paid up permission to use, reproduce, publish, distribute, modify,            
display online, advertise and sell the Artist’s design for the purposes as described in 1.b.               
and 1.c. Modify: applying changes to the design without affecting the integrity of the              
design such as resizing and erasing one color backgrounds. To be agreed in writing by               
the Artist prior to any modifications.  
 

f.
design in any way.  

 

1. You grant code-777.com a licence to use your design

a. Artworks must be sent in PNG or JPEG format to code777store@gmail.com , 1500px on the longest
side. When the agreement is made, the Artist will be asked to send full-size images.

b. When the Artist submits a design to code-777.com he/she grants code-777.com an exclusive

is part, is available for purchase in code-777’s webshop. The Artist will be informed of
the launch date in writing. During this 4-month period, the Artist appoints code-777.com 
for the distributor of this/these certain design(s) within the industry of clothing and fashion

d. After the end of the agreement, both code-777 and the Artist can agree to extend the

collaboration, then this agreement shall cease to be binding and code-777 can no longer

e. The artist hereby grants code-777 for a limited period as defined above the exclusive,

The Artist submitting a Design to code-777.com in no way obliges code-777 to use the
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2. Copyright  

design.  
b. The artist warrants that he/she is the sole author of the design and that the design is                 

entirely his/her own original work and is distinct from other works.  

on -or offline publications containing the design of the Artist. Any infringement on this              

3. Commission and payment  

 

the Artist’s design.  
 

 

 
 

a. code-777 acknowledges that the Artist continues to solely own copyright of his/her

c. code-777 commits to give full credit to the Artist in advertisement campaigns or in any

matter by code-777 must be addressed as soon as possible.

a. If code-777 incorporates the Artist’s design in any clothing it advertises for sale in its
webshop, the Artist will be paid a fixed compensation of $3 for each piece of clothing
sold. (e.g. When we have sold 50 items with your design, you will be paid $150.)

b. code-777 shall provide to Artist on monthly basis a breakdown of pieces sold containing

c. code-777 undertakes to transfer the Artist’s commission every 1st and 15th day of the
month to the Artist’s bank account. 
Payments can also be completed through Paypal.

Any questions regarding the content of this agreement can be sent to code777store@gmail.com
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